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Coyotes don’t play fetch and greet us
at the door and guard us in our homes.
Coyotes are the predator version of our
snuggly pups. They are the canines
with the need to kill, excused—but not
usually forgiven—because they’re
programmed that way. Do we know of
people like that?
Two inmates on Death Row, each a
predator in his own way, are the
fascinating main characters in this
Bruce Graham play. John Brennan is
an educated, intelligent, well-spoken
man, convicted of kicking to death a
drug dealer. Bobby Reyburn is an illtended young man, convicted of setting
fire to a church of African-American
congregants, burning 37 people to
death, including 14 children in Sunday
school. Do we like one of these two
inmates more than the other at this
point?
The men meet when Bobby moves in
to the cell adjacent to John’s. Bobby is
damaged from his upbringing—
underprivileged and abused, perhaps a
little bit confused. Less is spoken of
John’s background. Yet John is the
force driving the play. Perhaps that’s
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As Greek tragedies go, Prometheus Bound poses
something of a staging nightmare. There’s no
betrayed wife out to murder her own children
and her rival, no king brought to understand the
truth about the older woman he married. Instead,
it’s a solemn religioso pageant in which the god
who created mortal man, and went on to endow
us with intelligence, hope, skills, and fire, is
sentenced to be chained to a rock face and
tormented for eternity, in perhaps the world’s
first example of no good deed going unpunished.
Our protagonist—he’s too static and distraught
to qualify as “our hero”—hangs there while
people come by, deliberately or accidentally, to
harangue him or sympathize with him. He rails
at the universe until the entire environment
catastrophically crumbles. The end—at least for
the first of three plays in a trilogy ascribed to
Aeschylus, though the latter two works have
been lost to history.
Still, it was inevitable that Getty Villa, annual
producer of intriguing classical texts before
uncomfortably backless stone benches, would
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why there’s shock to be had at the
play’s end.

Director James Warwick cast well,
and character work has laid a solid
foundation for the unlikely friendship
between John and Bobby. The scenes
between these two men are absorbing,
a credit to the writing, direction, and
acting. Cody Kearsley is stellar as
white supremacist Bobby. This
murderer’s vile commentary on
African-Americans and Jews ought to
disgust the audience. As Kearsley plays
him, however, Bobby remains vaguely
appealing, disturbingly worthy of
empathy—perhaps more like a coyote
pup.
Rob Nagle plays John as highly
intelligent but not annoyingly so,
deeply pained but not weepily so. This
character has secrets; and, though
Nagle seems to know all of them, he’s
not sharing.

Less successful are scenes with the
play’s two other characters, apparently
because Graham felt he needed them to
shoehorn in additional information.
That’s no fault of very competent
actors Benjamin Cooper Mathes,
playing the New York Times reporter,
and Lisa Valenzuela, playing the prison
guard. And Warwick’s staging ensures
that scenes flow one into the next—
though at one point a conversation
between the reporter and John seems to
morph into a conversation between
John and Bobby, turning the action
dreamlike.
Also creating a probably unintended
but definitely protracted distraction,
Kearsley gives Bobby one blue eye, à
la Marilyn Manson. Sound design
includes a somewhat menacing but also
distracting metallic whirring. These are
cosmetic annoyances that could be
pruned from the production. The good
character work far outweighs them.
The coyote of the title was shot by
Bobby’s idolized uncle and stuck on a
fence to show mastery of and hatred for
a predator. Has our criminal justice
system treated the inmates similarly? Is
execution merely public humiliation
and an ostentatious display of death?
Or will the act serve as an example and
a warning to the remaining pack? This
and other questions may long haunt
this Coyote’s audience.
September 7, 2013
Aug. 31–Sept. 15. 1625 N. Las
Palmas Ave. Sat 5pm & 8pm, Sun
4pm & 7pm. Running time
approximately 100 minutes.

get around to producing this seminal document
of man’s fate and his relationship to divinity.
Luckily, CalArts theater dean Travis Preston
was tapped to helm it. He does pretty much
everything possible to activate the material to no
sacrifice to the central argument. He’s aided
there by the remarkably clear and vigorous
rendering of the original text by poet Joel Agee.
Interested parties will be able to decide for
themselves, when the translation is published in
the New York Review of Books.

The production’s showpiece is the muchpublicized 5-ton, 23-feet-tall wheel, ominously
occupying the amphitheater floor in the role of
Prometheus’s rocky-promontory prison (design
by Preston and Efren Delgadillo Jr.). The
contraption decidedly resembles the clock face
in the movie Hugo, or one of those circular floor
fans college students use to cool down their
dorm rooms; within the larger sphere sits a
smaller one on which Prometheus (Ron Cephas
Jones) is hoist, and which can ride up or down to
bring the god to ground level or back up to the
mezzanine. At first you may irreverently muse
that they might’ve set up a dunking pool beneath
and handed out baseballs as a sure-fire Getty
fundraising activity. But the setpiece actually
works quite well: It’s iron, so it seems elemental
enough, and over the course of the production it
takes on a significant measure of metaphorical
and emotional power.
Celebrated New York actor Jones possesses
plenty of power as well. Splayed Christ-like on
the little platform while assuming various
postures of torment, he effortlessly embodies the
man of action laid low by petty vindictiveness.
Prometheus is a prophet—his name means
“foresight,” it says here—but Jones and Preston
never let him fall into the know-it-all smugness
that characterizes many a dramatic seer. When
it’s time to treat his visitors to a foretaste of their
future, he lashes out at them as if to say, “You
think I’m suffering? Wait’ll you see what’s in
store for you, bee-yotch.” The attitude may play
havoc with his likability, but it strengthens his
interest as a character throughout.
Particularly notable is the cool jazz musical
accompaniment from Vinny Golia and Ellen
Reid, helping to bridge the gap between Hellas
and Hollywood with confident Miles Davis–like
strains.

The acting is always serviceable, and in the case
of Mirjana Jokovic’s Io it’s considerably more
than that. Io was the hottie whom Zeus seduced,
for which pains Mrs. Zeus, Hera, turned her into
a heifer pestered by a gadfly. Her misery finds
no easement in Prometheus’s visions, and
Jokovic seems to internalize a lifetime’s worth
of pain in her body and voice. The perennial trap
in poetic drama is sonorous verse speaking
unencumbered by emotionality, but Jokovic
believes in, and cares about, every syllable she
utters.
Choral work is a mixed bag, Preston’s dozen
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Any stage play that incorporates
characterizations of well-known,
real-life contemporary people has a
challenge from the outset. Audience
members will usually need time to
adjust their individual sensememories of these figures before they
can accept and relax into the
portrayals they are viewing onstage.
That is no problem for Kemp
Powers’s world premiere One Night
in Miami. As fluidly staged by Carl

